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Jennifer and Hiei switched!See if they can get threw a walk in each others shoes.+_+
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1 - What!!!

 They Switched!!!!!

By:punkrocker

We find our heros at Jennifer's house.Hiei and Jennifer have been going out for a month.Things have
been a little bumpy."Hiei,Hiei where are you?!"Jennifer yelled.She was walking thourgh the hall."Hiei,you
better not be snopping around in spell case!"Jennifer yelled.She heard somthing from her room.She
opened the door to find Hiei doing exactly what she thought."Hiei!".Hiei turned around and saw Jennifer
with her arms crossed."Hiei,that is the third time this week!"(Hiei is in trouble+_+)"Ever since I told you
not to go in my spell case and what do you do go into it!"Jennifer took the bottle from Hiei's hand."Do
you have any idea what this can do to you?!?"."I was looking for somthing to enhance my strength or to
make me invinsible."Hiei explained.Hiei grabbed the bottle."Hiei,in the past few days youv'e turn your
self into a rabbit,a cat,and a toddler."Jennifer explained."So,this is different.Hiei drank the bottle."Hiei
noooo!"Jennifer screamed.(Jennifer is doing a lot of yelling)A puff of smoke covered the room."cough
cough Hiei a my head."The smoke cleared.Both Jennifer and Hiei were looking at each other like looking
in the mirror."Oh krud I'm you"Hiei was looking at his new body."Well Hiei this is another mess you got
us into."Jennifer was patting her chest.Hiei was getting use to his new body he stumbled a couple of
times trying to walk."Well this is great just great how am I supposed to go to the bathroom?"Jennifer said
confused.

To be countined....





2 - Oh great!

 They Switched
2

By:punkrocker

Last time Hiei and Jennifer traded places.Lets see if they make it through it."Hiei my parents are going to
home any minute.What are we going to do?!"Jennifer was panicing."Will just have to act like each other
until we find the antidote."Hiei explained.He was still getting use to the fact that he was in a girl's
body."Jennifer,were back!Hello Jennifer,come on out and give your dad a hug."Voices were coming from
the living room."Oh no my parents! I'm in the shower mom!"Jennifer yelled."So how long do we have to
keep this up?"Hiei was trying to walk without falling.(I think he liked it better when he was short+_+)"For
a week or so."Jennifer explained."But don't we have to go on that camping trip tomorrow?"Hiei
questioned."Thats right but they have seen a alot of weird stuff already."Jennifer explained .Hiei walked
out into the hall way.(Just so your paying attention Hiei is in Jennifer's body)"There's my girl."man with
black and white streaks was hugging Jennifer's body."It's been a month since I've seen my little girl."A
woman with light brown kissed her cheek."And who's that?"Jennifer's dad was looking at Hiei.(Or
Jennifer) "Oh He's my boyfriend Hiei."Hiei explained."He's kinda short isn't he."Jennifer's dad
teased."Arthur,Jennifer he's quite a catch."She looked at him(or her)and gave him a hug."Well,we have
to get ready for our trip tomorrow."Both Jennifer and Hiei ran for Jennifer's room."That was close."Hiei
took a sigh of relief."Jennifer?"Jennifer was fast asleep.Hiei carried her to her bed and curled up beside
her.(Shall we skip to the camping trip well thats next time)

To be countined...



3 - Wedding ring

  What happen?

By:punkrocker

We left Jennifer and Hiei in Jennifer's room.Let's see what happens.Hiei was slowly opening his
eyes."What happened"Hiei looked at his body and saw that he was in his normal body."I'm back
in my own body yay!"Jennifer yelled joyfully.She rememberd somthing she had saw on Hiei's
arm."A Hiei,their is somthing I need to show you."Jennifer pulled up the only sleeve on her
shirt.She revealed a white dragon a lot like Hiei's.Hiei was surpised to see the dragon on her
arm."Legend has it that the white and the black dragon must be joined as one to form the Ying
Yang dragon."Jennifer explained.Hiei looked at the dragon wraped in bandages."If this so......we
must join as one."Hiei kneeled on one knee and said this"Jennifer Benji will you be my
bride?"(+Dropped dead on the floor+WHAT!!!!)Hiei with his crimson eyes looked into her green
eyes.(Remember that they've be going out for a month she gradauted from collage that
month)"Yes"Jennifer aid softly and kissed Hiei.(If you guys are still awake I'll countine this next
week as Wedding plans)

To be countined.....
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